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Regular, Private and Unique tours and
Packages Experiences

Our ultimate Insider’s guide to Portugal

Follow our steps and prepare for a new adventure.
At Tourcrafters we always find a ways to enhance our program and allow
you to discover old destinations with a new perspective.
Portugal is now a must destination and we offer you all the luxury private
tours and packages.
But while there enrich your trip with an extension to Morocco where we are
able to provide the best selection of service or with an amazing adventure
with a stopover in the Azores Islands
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Our ultimate Insider’s guide to Portugal
R E G U L A R , P R I VAT E A N D U N I Q U E T O U R S A N D PAC K A G E S E X P E R I E N C E S

Our ultimate Insider’s guide is a suggestion for regular private and
unique tours in Lisbon and Porto. Just a first tasting of our extensive
products for Portugal. Tourcrafters offer

Lisbon Oporto Algarve Madeira Azores

Norte Centro Alentejo Azores

Lisbon Costa de Lisbon Oporto Fátima Alentejo Algarve Madeira Azores

28085 North Ashley Circle, Libertyville, Il 60048

www.tourcrafters.com email info@tourcrafters.com
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* Round trip transfer fro Airport to Hotels
Lisbon has steadily built up an image
of one of the world's most interesting * 3 overnights at 4 * hotel
* 3 Buffet breakfasts
cities to visit. Its stunning location
and historic significance is generously * 1 Private Panoramic tour of the City
complemented by remarkable aesthetics,* 1 Full day tour to Cascais.Sintra.Estoril
making it stand out as one of the few * 1 Full day tour to Obidos.Nazare.Batalha
capital cities still human in pace and
* Pick up and drop off for all tours
in scale.
Start your discovery with our city break then add more tours extend
your visit to Porto Algarve etc.. Make it an amazing trip ending
your vacation in the Azores Islands.
Ask our reservation agent for more information
or visit our web site www.tourcrafters.com
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* Round trip transfer at arrival and
departure
* 3 overnights at 4 * hotel
* 3 Buffet breakfasts
* 1 Private Panoramic tour of the City
* 1 Full day tour in Douro Region
* 1 Visit Wine cellar with tasting
* Pick up and drop off for all tours
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With its historical centre classified as a
World Heritage Site, Porto presents itself
as a city of contrasts, with a unique scenery
made up by houses that seem to huddle
each other and that, every now and then, is
interrupted by monumental churches and
palaces. The city is established in a very
particular site having the river at its feet,
which contributes to the city’s unique
magic! Join us in this adventure where you
will discover this city made of contrasts,
that despite not having the glamour of
other European cities still maintains its
originality!
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LISBON OLD TOWN

Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10h from April to October

During this walk the main topic will be the last 2,500 years of the history of Lisbon. Its settlers have included
the Phoenicians, who named it “calm bay”, the Romans, who were the first major settlers, and the Arabs,
who shaped the old town alleys. Lisbon’s climate and geography were tempting to all the peoples who
landed here. And they still are, incidentally. Until the present day the old quarter of Alfama, sitting on the
hill facing the river, has had important links to maritime activities, from fishing to freight handling. Its
population maintains a unique lifestyle and sense of community, conditioned by urban density and narrow
streets. In this walk you will became acquainted with:
• Lisbon’s Cathedral and Casa dos Bicos . Romans and Moors • Jews and forced converts persecutions
• Maze-like streets • Hidden vantage points • Migration and dockers

LISBON DOWTOWN

Thursdays at 10h from April to October

For centuries downtown Lisbon has been the heart of the social, commercial and spiritual life of the city, as
much as the center of power of Portugal. Despite this lasting prominence, a lot has changed since the
Phoenician and the Roman occupation, when there was still an arm of the Tejo river flooding this area. The
earthquake of 1st November 1755 transformed it into ruins, but provided the pretext for an innovative
reconstruction of the city’s downtown area. Join us at this Lisbon Walking Tour and learn about: • The 1755
earthquake and the day after • The Roman salted fish factories • The Comércio Sq.: center of power
• Rebirth of Lisbon: the dream of a city come true • A new city built on water • The birth of modern
seismology • The hidden churches

LISBON REVELATION TOUR

Mondays, Fridays , Saturdays and Sundays at 10h from April to October

Because it provides you with an all-in-one overview of the main city sites and some well kept secrets,
exposing you instantly to its special atmosphere and authenticity, that make up the character of this vibrant
Atlantic city. This unforgettable tour takes you on the winding tracks of the famous 28 tram, through the
narrow streets of the Old Town districts; up the Santa Justa iron lift rising to the Downtown heights,
offering your eyes an everlasting memory of city, providing the natural breaks to a relaxed stroll on
foot across historic Lisbon. Include a free ride on Tram 28
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LISBON LEGENDS & MYSTERIES

Tuesdays at 10h from April to October

In addition to facts, the 2,500 years of the city’s historical records contain many secrets, legends and
myths. On this walk you will delve into some of the most curious ones. Whilst helping to keep track of
fantastic stories and events, some of these tales and legends gave rise to saints, heroes and villains. You
will become acquainted with some of the most intriguing of these characters, including some of whom
the city is not so proud. During this walk you will learn about: • Ulysses as the founder of Lisbon • St.
Vincent and the Ravens • The young martyrs of Lisbon • Gusmão's flying device (the Passarola) • The
murder of the Tavora family • The Marquis of Pombal – angel or demon? • The curse of Simão Sulim •
Downtown architecture: A Masonic fantasy

LISBON CITY OF SPIES

Frdays at 14:30h from April to October

Portugal remained neutral in the 2nd World War and Lisbon became a rendezvous spot for spies, taking
advantage of the city’s strategic Atlantic connections, quickly turning into a true “nest of spies” as
mentioned in several period chronicles. The “plane to Lisbon”, as an escape route in the movie
Casablanca, remains one of the best known examples. Inside the city both the Allies and the Axis kept
impressive diplomatic services: probably the only place in war-torn Europe where all sides were able to
meet on equal grounds. In this walking tour you will visit some of the sites related with the spy stories of
the 2nd World War and also learn about: • The most famous spy Hotels in Lisbon • The refugees and the
fashion trends • The lonely fight of the Portuguese consul in Bordeaux • The most important WWII spy,
Garbo/Arabel • The story of the real James Bond • The Jewish gold and the tungsten traffic • The games
of the political police
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Lisbon has steadily built up an image of one
of the world's most interesting cities to visit.
Its stunning location and historic significance
is generously complemented by remarkable
aesthetics, making it stand out as one of the
few capital cities still human in pace and in scale.
Discover the cityin the company of enthusiastic
and knowledgeable guides , complementing the
natural limitations of travel itineraries to reveal
the true personality of this unique city.

LISBON UPTOWN
The cosmopolitan and literary Chiado, together with the bohemian
Bairro Alto, are roamed about in this walk. The life and personality of
the best known player of the modernist generation in Portugal - the
poet Fernando Pessoa – provides the adequate script. You will also spot unique perspectives of the city,
available only from Lisbon’s most Romantic hill and the first to be seriously planned as an urban site in the
16th century.
Key features of this walk include: • Lisbon growing outside its walls • The city during the Romantic
period • The poet Fernando Pessoa • The “A Brasileira” coffee shop and the modernist generation •
Breathtaking views o the city • The golden age of the newspapers • Bohemian life in Bairro Alto

LISBON ARCHITECTURE TOUR
The History of Lisbon is well engraved in its body, in a dense tale of architectural testimonies from all ages. The
tour we propose presents the architecture of Lisbon in the form of a time travel across 3 different architectural
ages, from the 18th to the 21st century,. 1 - The dreamed city centre: the opportunity provided by the 1755
massive earthquake could not be missed. The Marquis of Pombal and a team of military engineers recovered
the plans for the long awaited renovation of the city and created a world reference in architecture with a lean
and seismic resistant design for Lisbon’s downtown district. 2 - The modern city of the 40’s: the power of the
dictatorship, the modern style and the national image. Where does the architectural freedom start… and where
does it end? The explosion of the city to the North, the middle class housing projects, the new markets, the
airport and countless public works created the set of this golden era of the Portuguese architecture. 3 - The
future city? In the Nation’s Park area we will observe how was the conversion of the former Expo 98’ into a
fresh urban site achieved and discuss the secret of this success.
In this tour you will become familiar with the following topics: • Lisbon before the 1755 earthquake •
Pombal’s Downtown • Modern Architects and Architectures • From Areeiro to Alameda – The new city of
the New State • Contemporary Architects and Architectures • The Expo 98 area
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JEWISH PRESENCE IN LISBON
The Jewish presence in Portugal goes back a long way but is unfortunately little known to the general public.
Keeping in mind the myths about the foundation of the Sephardite communities in the Iberian Peninsula and
the first traces of Jewish settlement in Portugal, this Walking Tour presents the most remarkable moments of
the History of Lisbon from the viewpoint of this community, now drastically reduced to a limited number of
people. This Walking Tour goes across two millenniums and ends in the 20th century, with the passage
through Lisbon of 200.000 refugees on their way to America, many with visas issued by Aristides Sousa
Mendes, thus managing to escape Nazi persecution. In this Walking Tour you will become acquainted to:
• The Jewish districts of the City • Their commercial relevance in the maritime trade • Forced
conversion to Christianism • The Pessah massacre • Establishment of the Inquisition • The “black lists” •
The secret treaty to rehabilitate the “new Christians” • Refugees daily life in Lisbon during the 2nd
World War

LISBON UNDERGROUND

As a part of a whole complex, Lisbon subway stations form the most
important Public Art Gallery in town. The city’s inhabitants that daily cross these subterranean galleries have
little time to enjoy these spaces. The widespread TV screens in the platforms tend to steal their attention as
they go by hastily. Still, there are real surprises as isolated pieces or sets, sometimes organized as fruition
circuits. The city’s Music Museum for example is installed in one of the subway stations. In the decoration of
the whole network there is an element that stands out: the Tile (Azulejo). It is consistently the most expressive
element present, in creations made both by Portuguese and foreign artists. In this walk we visit some of the
stations, regaining awareness of the country’s History and some universal themes such as the Declaration of
Human Rights. In particular we expose our walkers to some beautiful images portraying: • The decorative Tile
in Portugal • The History of the Discoveries • The exploration of Brazil • Humanism and Literature •
The modernist generation

LISBON OF THE DISCOVERIES The city of Lisbon is still recalled by its glorious past linked with
the Discoveries. Centre of the spices trade and meeting point for people from all over the world, Lisbon was,
in 1500, a cosmopolitan and dynamic city. In this walk we revive this period in the monumental area of Belém,
where the Monastery and the Tower remain two live symbols of that golden age, where the testimonies of the
new worlds have inspired the dominant decorations of the “manuelin” style. In this Walking Tour we invite
you to discover:
• D. Manuel, king of the seas • Vasco da Gama • Monastery of Belém, History and symbolism • Palace of
Belém • 16th century buildings * Pastéis de Belém Royal Factory • Lisbon’s shoreline
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Gastronomic tour in Lisbon – Alfama
Walking tour through Old Town and Alfama with guide/interpreter, learn
about the history of Alfama, Meader through the maze-like alleys of Alfama
with a local, visit tradi!onal grocery and speciality stores and learn about the
best and non touristy food and fado realated spots in Alfama and Old Town
and Taste tradi!onal Portuguese dishes
I(nerary: Rua do Arsenal, Cais do Sodre, Terreiro do Paco, Alfama, Old Town (Baixa),
Rossio, Portas de Santo Antao
Dura on of tour: 3,30 hours
Included: • Guide interpreter • Tradi onal pastry + coﬀee • Glass of Ginjinha • Bread with
steak “Bifana” • Dra- beer or green wine • Gourmet Canned Fish tas ng (3 types of ﬁsh) •
Glass of sparkling wine

Gastronomic tour in Lisbon on Tuktuk
Visit the most tradi!onal and historic neighborhoods in Lisboa (Alfama,
Graca, Castelo, Old Town) comfortably seated on an electric TukTuk. The ideal
tour to get acclimated to Lisboa or if your stay is short, taste tradi!onal dishes
Dura on of tour: 3 hours
I nerary: Terreiro do Paço, Alfama, Portas do Sol, Graça, Miradouro Senhora do Monte,
Bairro Estrella d’Ouro, Costa do Castelo, Mar m Moniz, Praça da Figueira, Included: •
Guide interpreter • Rent of Tuktuk • Glass of Ginjinha • Bread with steak “Bifana” • Glass
of Portuguese dra- beer or green wine • Gourmet Canned Fish tas ng (3 types of ﬁsh) •
Glass of sparkling wine • Cheese and charcuterie pla8er
• Glass of Portuguese wine
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Market tour in Lisbon – Mercado da Ribeira
Walking tour through the market of Ribeira with a foodie, learn about Portuguese
cuisine and produce , meet and chat with the fresh produce vendors, ﬁshmongers
and butcher and taste tradi onal Portuguese dishes.
Duration of tour: 2,30 hours Start time: 11:00 am
Availability: Tuesday through Saturday
Included:
• Guide interpreter • Pastel de Nata (custard tart) • Coffee • Croquete (meat)
• Portuguese draft beer • Fried pork sandwich • Glass of wine

Workshop Baking “Pastel de Nata” - Lisbon
Pastel de nata is the most interna onally famous Portuguese confec onery
product, that is a fact
Duration: 3 hours Availability: All week except Friday and Sunday
Included: • Private foodie guide • 2 hours workshop • Tasting after the worshop
• Coffee of tea • Other beverages • Printed recipes
Learn about traditional Portuguese “Pastel de Nata” - vanilla custard tart - and
learn how to bake it
Learn how to bake “Rosas de Santa Isabel” - apple roses
Enjoy tasting the sweets cooked in class with tea or coffee
Take the printed recipes home with you so you can reproduce the sweet treats
once you return home
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Cooking Class at Home with the Chef
Get to know chef Patrícia Gabriel, visit her at home and learn from her all about
Portuguese cuisine. Chef Patrícia will welcome you in the neighborhood and take
you on a shor t visit to some tradi onal neighborhood stores where you will get
some of the produce to be used in the workshop. Back to the chef’s apartment you
will enjoy a one-on-one workshop with chef Patrícia, that will give you some
contect to Portuguese cuisine and how it compares to the Mediterranean diet.
Patricia always focuses her cuisine in natural and organic products, so you can
expect to learn to cook 3 Portuguese dishes, with a twist and always with the best
ingredientes. This workshop will have a total dura on of approximately 4 hours, na
appe zer, a main, and dessert and will end with dinner al fresco with the chef.
Duration: 4 hours
(lunch or dinner, depending on chef’s availability)
Availability: Tuesday to Saturday
Included:
Stroll with the chef through the neighborhood
+ local cuisine workshop + full meal + beverages

Cooking Class in Restaurant with Chef
Learn about Portuguese cuisine with a professional chef, in a Portuguese restaurant
Learn how to make 3 Portuguese dishes: appe zer, main dish and dessert (get all
the recipes to take home) Have lunch with chef Hugo at the restaurant “Cervejaria
da Esquina”
Duration: 4 hours Availability: Tuesday to Saturday depending availability of chef
Includes:
Masterclass with chef Hugo Nascimento
Showcooking 3 dishes at Restaurant “Cervejaria da Esquina”
Lunch (3 dish meal)
Beverages (including wine)
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Cooking and Sailing on the Tejo River
We believe that one of the main reasons to travel is to taste the cuisine of the
places you visit. By doing so, one gains an apprecia on of the ingredients,
tradi ons and family life of the people and place. Indulge in this river cruise and
lunch (with a pinch of showcooking) on a sail boat, that has been customdesigned to provide a unique view of the city of Lisboa. Chef Ana Valente will
show you how to prepare a tradi onal seafood lunch and tell you all about
Portuguese cuisine and how it compares to the Mediterranean diet , while you
taste our cuisine with beau ful city views as a backdrop.
An excep onal day out on the river Tejo to celebrate a special date, relax, soak
in the sun and the views of Lisboa from the river. The boat “Genesis of Dublin”
is a 40.3 : (12,40m). sailboat Jenneau Sun Odyssey
We depart from Doca do Bom Sucesso and sail upriver towards Old Town.
Cruise through the en re city of Lisbon, from Belém to Santa Apolónia.
Possible dishes: “Cataplana” (ﬁsh stew), Mariscada Real (an assortment of the
freshest shellﬁsh and seafood) or “Massada de Peixe” (ﬁsh and seafood pasta).

Location: Doca do Bom Sucesso (Belém) - Lisbon
Duration: 5 hours (2 hours cruise + 3 hours cooking class and lunch )
Suggested hours: 10:00 to 15:00 Booking; 1 week in advance
Included:
• 2 hour private cruise + cooking class + lunch
• 1 gin and tonic (served during the cruise)
• Private showcooking
• Lunch: Appetizer (steamed clams)+ Main dish (cataplana) + Dessert (2 Pasteis de
Belém = custard tart per person)+ Wine
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Regular multilingual tours in vehicle with driver . They include pick up and drop off at the
place of accommodation if they are in the cities of Porto, Vila Nova de Gaia and
Matosinhos. Available every day of the year.

PORTO CITY TOUR HALF DAY OR FULL DAY
• Full day Start: 9:00 am Half day start: 9:00 and 14:30
• Porto Ocean Coast + Historical Center and Ribeira Coast +
Visit a cellar Port Wine whith taste.

TOUR DOURO VALLEY FULL DAY
• Start: 9:00 am
• Amarante + Régua + Pinhão + Visit two farms
whith Port Wine taste.

TOUR BRAGA/GUIMARÃES HALF DAY OR FULL DAY
• Full day Start: 9:00 am Half day start: 9:00 and 14:30
• Bom Jesus Sanctuary + Historique center + Castle of Guimarães, the cradle of Portugal.

TOUR AVEIRO/COIMBRA FULL DAY
• Start: 9:00 am
• Aveiro, the “Venice of Portugal” + the city of University
+ Historical center.

TOUR AVEIRO HALF DAY
• Start: 9:00 and 14:30
• the “Venice of Portugal”.
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TOUR COIMBRA/FÁTIMA FULL DAY
• Start: 9:00 am
• University city + Sanctuary Fá ma

TOUR SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA FULL DAY
• Start: 9:00
• Sanctuary + Historic center + Viana do Castelo city

TOUR VINHO VERDE FULL DAY
• Start: 9:00 am
• Include visit two farms
with wine taste.
Aveleda and Felgueiras/Lixa

Price includes:
the vehicle, driver entrances
in the cellars and farms
with wine tasting.
not included:
lunch or snack
admission to museums
or monuments.
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Walking tour of the Monumental Porto
With its historical centre classiﬁed as a World Heritage Site, Porto presents itself as a city of
contrasts, with a unique scenery made up by houses that seem to huddle each other and
that, every now and then, is interrupted by monumental churches and palaces. The city is
established in a very par cular site having the river at its feet, which contributes to the city’s
unique magic! Join us in this adventure where you will discover this city made of contrasts,
that despite not having the glamour of other European ci es s ll maintains its originality!
Dura on of tour: 3,30 hours

I(nerary:
Terreiro da Sé (Cathedral Square) -> Santa Catarina Street ->
Bolhão Market -> Aliados Avenue -> Liberdade Square ->
Lello bookstore -> Leões square -> Clérigos tower ->
São Francisco church -> Ribeira

Historical tour and Port Wine
The nectar of the gods: the Port Wine from centuries a8raced people from all
over the world to the city. This walk aims to unite the city to wine, passing by
places / monuments that are linked to wine as old warehouses, and areas
frequented by the Port Wine merchants, obligatory passage for various historical
monuments that symbolize the city.
Duration of tour: 6 hours
Itinerary:
Avenida dos Aliados / Liberty Square - Almada Street - House Company
(Rua das Flores Street) - Viewpoint of Victory - Al In Porto - Santo
António Hospital - Crystal Palace - Casa Tait - Romantic Roads - Royal
British Factory - the Ribeira on the river banks - cellars Ferreira
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Tour of canned ﬁsh in Porto
On this tour we will know one of the most tradi onal plants and s ll ac ve in the
area of nned ﬁsh. Go through the auc on of Matosinhos and end of the ac vity
as well as power take with canned packaging customized with the image and tastes
that appreciate more, you can also enjoy them in a tas ng team.
This tour can take place by bike or motorbike (scooter).
Dura on of tour: 6 hours Monday to Friday

I(nerary:
• Visit the ﬁsh market in Matosinhos
• Visit the manufactures canning
• Prepara on of ﬁsh and canned tas ng
• Return to the center of Porto

Gastronomic tour in Porto
Walking tour of the historic area of Porto discovering the taverns, cafes and
markets . Get to know the origin of products that are part of the habits of
“tripeiros” to taste the most typical snacks such as cod, cheeses and sausages
accompanied with beer and wine. At the end of the tour discover the city by taste.
Duration of tour: 4 hours
Itinerary:
• Cheeses, wines and sausages
• codﬁsh balls + port wine
• Pork tripe and beans (tradi onal dish) + Green Wine
• Bread with steak (tradi onal dish) + beer
• Port wine + chocolate
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Boat Tour of the Bridges in Porto
Sliding gently into the waters of the "Douro", can in this way have a magniﬁcent
picture and only of Porto, enjoy the bustle of people, the tradi on of wine that
took the name of the city, the pillar saw monastery that rises from the top of an
escarpment. Meet the bridges that tell stories of these ci es, linking cultures and
result in this unique landscape we provide the tle of World Heritage Site
Dura on: 50 minutes
from March to October Weekdays from 10 am to 18:30 pm

Boat Trip on the River Douro V - PORTO | POCINHO | RÉGUA | PORTO
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday from March to October
ITINERARY

6:50 Mee ng at Campanhã Sta on (Porto)
7:15 Travel by train to Pocinho
10h34 Arrival at Pocinho Sta on |Transfer to Cais do Pocinho
11:15 Boarding at Cais do Pocinho
11.30 Descent of the Pocinho dam (height 20 meters)
12:00 Porto of Honor and lunch served on board
13:45 Descent Valeira dam (height 32 meters)
17:00 Descent Bagaúste dam (height 27 meters)
17:45 Arrival at Régua
18:30 A8endance Ruler Sta on
18h48 Travel by train to Porto
20h35 Arrival at Porto (Campanhã Sta on)
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Boat Trip on the River Douro I - PORTO | RÉGUA | PORTO –
Saturdays from April to December
ITINERARY

8:45 Passengers board at the Cais da Es va (Porto)
9:15 Begin cruising to Régua |Breakfast served on board
10:20 Rise of Crestuma-Lever Dam (height 14 meters)
12:00 Porto of Honor and lunch served on board
13:20 Rise of Carrapatelo Dam (height 35 meters)
15:45 Arrival at Régua |Transfer by tour bus for a ﬁ-h of the region
Transfer to Régua Sta on
18h48 Train travel in Douro Line to Porto
20h35 Arrival at Porto (Campanhã Sta on)

Boat Trip on the River Douro II PORTO | RÉGUA | PORTO –
Monday to Friday from April to December
ITINERARY

7:45 Passengers board at the Cais da Es va (Porto)
8:15 Home cruise to Régua |Small - lunch served on board
9:30 a.m. ascent of Crestuma-Lever Dam (height 14 meters)
12:30 Rise of Carrapatelo Dam (height 35 meters)
13h00 Lunch served on board
14:45 Arrival at Régua |Free me
16h48 Train travel in Douro Line to Porto
18h50 Arrival at Oporto (S. Bento sta on)
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Boat Trip on the River Douro III PORTO | PINHÃO | PORTO –
Saturdays from April to October
I(nerary

8:45 Passengers board at the Cais da Es va (Porto)
8:45
at the|Small
Cais da- lunch
Es vaserved
(Porto)on board
9:15 Passengers
Home cruiseboard
to Pinhão
9:15
Home
to Pinhão |Small
lunch served
on board
10:20
Rise cruise
of Crestuma-Lever
Dam-(height
14 meters)
10:20
(height
14 meters)
12:00Rise
PortofofCrestuma-Lever
Honor and lunchDam
served
on board
12:00
and lunch
13:20Port
Riseof
ofHonor
Carrapatelo
Damserved
(heighton
35board
meters)
13:20
Rise
of
Carrapatelo
Dam
(height
35
meters)
15:45 Arrival at Régua
15:45
16.30Arrival
AscentatofRégua
the dam Bagaúste (height 27 meters)
16.30 Ascent
dam Bagaúste (height 27 meters) |Snack on board
|Snackof
onthe
board
17:45
17:45Arrival
Arrivalat
atthe
thePinion
Pinion||
||Free
Free me
me
18h20
18h20Train
Traintravel
travelininDouro
DouroLine
Lineto
toPorto
Porto
20h35
20h35Arrival
Arrivalat
atPorto
Porto(Campaign
(CampaignSta
Sta on)
on

Boat Trip on the River Douro IV PORTO | PINHÃO | PORTO
Monday to Friday from April to October
I(nerary
7:45 Passengers board at the Cais da Es va (Porto)
8:15 Home cruise to Pinhão | Small - lunch served on board
9:30 Ascent of Crestuma-Lever Dam (height 14 meters)
12:30 Rise of Carrapatelo Dam (height 35 meters)
13h00 Lunch served on board
14:45 Arrival at Régua
15.30 Ascent of the dam Bagaúste (height 27 meters)
16:45 Arrival at the Pinion
A sta(on, a History - The history of one of the ﬂagship sta(ons of railways, iron Portugal - the
pinion sta(on, accompanied by a Port wine and cream.
18h20 Douro line for the train trip to Porto
20h35 Arrival at Porto (Campanhã Sta on)
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Boat Trip on the Douro River - 2 days
PORTO | RÉGUA | BARCA D'ALVA | PORTO
1st Day
7:45 Passengers board at the pier Stowage - Porto
8:15 Home cruise to Régua | Small - lunch served on board
9:30 Ascent of Crestuma - Lever dam (height 14 meters)
12:30 Rise of Carrapatelo dam (height 35 meters)
13:00 Porto of Honor and lunch served on board
14:45 Arrival at Régua | Transfer to a ﬁ-h of the region - Visit and taste
Transfer to 4-star hotel in the region
20.00 Dinner at the Hotel
2nd Day
7:30 Transfer to the pier Ruler
8:00 Boarding Home cruise bound for Barca d'Alva | Small - lunch served on
board
8:25 Ascent of Dam Bagaúste (height 27 meters)
11:25 Rise of Valeira Dam (height 32 meters)
12:00 Port of Honor and lunch served on board
14:00 Rise of the Pocinho Dam (height 20 meters) | Snack on board
16:00 Arrival at the pier of Barca d'Alva
16:30 Transfer to Pocinho Sta on
19h07 Train travel in Douro Line to Porto
23h20 Arrival at Porto (Campanhã Sta on)
April to October
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays
On Saturday the departure is at 09:00
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28085 North Ashley Circle
Libertyville, IL 60048
Phone 1.800.621.2259
Fax 1.816.6717
www.tourcrafters.com
email info@tourcrafters.com
Monday-Fri 8am-6.30 pm C.T.
Saturday 9-1 pm C.T.
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